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Abstract–Recently, we proposed a dynamic multi-bed PET
imaging and analysis framework enabling clinically feasible
whole-body parametric imaging. The standard Patlak linear
graphical analysis allows for efficient modeling of whole-body
tracer kinetics by directly estimating the uptake rate constant Ki
and blood distribution volume V, based on a common twocompartment kinetic model. However, this model does not
account for reversible uptake (e.g. dephosphorylation in FDG),
thus underestimating Ki in this case, a finding observed in a
number of published FDG or similar tracer studies. We propose
a novel generalized PET parametric imaging framework
enabling truly quantitative whole-body Patlak imaging including
in regions exhibiting reversibility. For this purpose: a) an
extended non-linear Patlak model has been utilized, enriched
with the net efflux rate constant kloss, (b) a basis function method
has been applied to linearize the estimation process through a
computationally efficient algorithm, and (c) a hybrid Ki imaging
technique is introduced based on the Patlak correlationcoefficient to enhance robustness to noise. Our evaluation
included both simulated and real subject clinical studies. A set of
published kinetic parameter values and the XCAT phantom were
employed to generate realistic simulation data for 2 dynamic 7bed acquisition protocols (0-45min and 30-90min post-injection).
Quantitative analysis on the Ki images suggests superior
quantitative performance of the generalized Patlak in
comparison to the standard Patlak imaging in both acquisitions,
even when kloss is comparable to Ki. In addition, validation on
three dynamic whole-body patient datasets demonstrated clinical
feasibility and increased focal uptake with potential for enhanced
diagnosis and treatment response monitoring.

D

I. INTRODUCTION

YNAMIC PET enables quantitative parametric imaging
(e.g. FDG uptake rate constant Ki), and has gained
continued interest in the context of single-bed
acquisition. On the other hand, single-frame SUV PET
imaging is routinely invoked in the context of multi-bed
acquisition [1]. Recently, we have proposed [2],[3] a
framework enabling clinically feasible whole-body parametric
PET imaging, thus combining the benefits of multi-bed
acquisition and estimation of quantitative tracer kinetic
parameters from dynamic scans.
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The standard Patlak linear graphical analysis was chosen
as a robust approach to model whole-body tracer kinetics . It
directly estimates the tracer influx or uptake rate constant Ki
and blood distribution volume V by assuming a twocompartment kinetic model with an irreversible compartment,
a commonly invoked model for organs and tumors exhibiting
FDG uptake in PET human studies [4]. However a
considerable number of published studies report kinetic
parameter data for certain regions which suggest a nonnegligible degree of uptake reversibility (dephosphorylation)
[9]-[11].
The linear Patlak model assumes no reversible uptake and
it has been observed [12]-[14] to underestimate Ki to account
for lack of reversibility modeling, thus compromising
quantitative accuracy in those regions, an important property
when the imaging task requires quantification, such as in the
case of treatment response monitoring. Furthermore, when
tumor regions exhibit net uptake reversibility, then contrast,,
and thus tumor detectability, may also be compromised.
Moreover, despite the fact that these regions are not common,
their presence within the field of view (FOV) becomes more
probable in the case of whole-body imaging. Consequently,
the need to account for uptake reversibility becomes more
evident in whole body PET parametric imaging.
In this study we propose a novel generalized PET
parametric imaging framework to allow for truly quantitative
whole body Patlak imaging including in regions exhibiting
uptake
reversibility
(i.e.
non-negligible
FDG
dephosphorylation rates; though this approach is also
applicable to other tracers such as FLT). We focus on
oncology applications when the imaging task involves tumor
detection or treatment response assessment, but the kinetic
model and the associated parametric imaging framework can
be applied for other type of PET studies as well. For this
purpose, a generalized non-linear Patlak graphical analysis
method, originally proposed by Patlak and Blasberg [5], is
utilized. The model is equipped with an additional net efflux
rate constant kloss to properly account for reversibility in the
trapping or metabolism of the tracer. This model has been
used in the past by a limited number of animal and brain PET
studies for ROI-based kinetic analysis [6]-[8], but not within a
parametric imaging framework, which involves kinetic
parameters estimation at the voxel level, and not for wholebody imaging and oncology applications.
Our framework also includes application of the basis
function method [15] to effectively linearize the parameter
estimation method in a computationally efficient algorithm.
Finally we introduce a hybrid parametric imaging method
which efficiently utilizes correlation-coefficient-based binary

clustering to reduce the noise in the baackground while
retaining accuracy in tumor and high uptake rregions.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALLS
A. Linear and non-linear Patlak graphicall analysis

The linear Patlak model utilizes dynamicc PET image data
and the time course of blood plasma traccer concentration
(input function) to estimate through lineaar regression the
kinetic macro-parameters of tracer net influxx rate constant Ki
and the total blood distribution volume V at each voxel
employing the following equation [4]:

C (t k )
= Ki
C P (t k )

∫

tk

0

C P (τ ) dτ
C P (tk )

+ V , tk > t * , k = 1..m

(1)

∫

∞

0

C p (τ ) dτ

(2)

where C0(∞) denotes the tracer concentration left in the system
at infinite time, assuming uptake was irreeversible and no
radioactivity decay. Later, retaining the samee definition for Ki
(equation 2), Patlak and Blasberg [5] introduuced an extended
and more general graphical analysis model tto account for the
presence of mildly reversible kinetics. Inn this study, we
denote this model as the generalized Paatlak model. An
additional kinetic parameter was introduced,, here denoted as
kloss, to describe the net rate constant for m
metabolized tracer
loss to the blood plasma (net efflux ratte constant). By
assuming kloss<<Ki the following non-linearr Patlak equation
can be obtained for the kinetic analysis of m ddynamic frames:

C (t k )
= Ki
C P (t k )

∫

tk

0

e

− kloss ( tk −τ )

C P (τ ) dτ

C P (t k )

The standard Patlak model asssumes a two compartment
kinetic model involving three rate constants (K1, k2 and k3)
with the second compartment conssidered irreversible (k4=0)
(Fig. 1, top left). The measured trracer concentration C(t) in
equations 1-3 is defined as the sum
m of the extravascular Ce(t)
and the metabolized Cm(t) tracer concentration. Linear Patlak
equation 1 effectively simplifies the two compartment model
ble model for t>t* (Fig. 1,
into a single compartment irreversib
top right) involving a single rate co
onstant Ki ; this is evident
after reformulating equation 1 as folllows:
tk

C (tk ) = K i ∫ C P (τ ) dτ + VCP (tk )

(4)

0

where C(t) is the measured time activity curvve (TAC) at each
voxel, CP(t) is the blood plasma TAC oor input function
estimated either from an image region-of-iinterest (ROI) or
from blood sampling, tk with k=1..m denoote the mid-time
points for the m dynamic PET frames/measuurements and t* is
the time after which relative kinetic equilibrrium between the
blood and the reversible compartment is attainned. The standard
Patlak equation describes the linear relationnship between (i)
the ratio of the measured C(t) to the plasma activity
concentration CP(t) and (ii) the ratio of the ruunning integral of
the plasma TAC to the plasma activity, the laatter expressed in
units of time and sometimes denoted as "stretched time".
Equation 1 is based on the following definitioon for Ki [5]:

K i = C0 ( ∞ )

B. Simplified Patlak Kinetic Modells (SPKMs)

+ V , tk > t * , k = 1..m (3)

As the newly introduced kloss parameter is contained in an
exponential term, the estimation problem noow becomes nonlinear. As it will be demonstrated later, the acccuracy of the two
Patlak models depends on the ratio of kloss/K
Ki , an important
parameter with a key role. Sossi et al , in parrticular, have also
studied the effect of this ratio, which they term as "effective
dopamine turnover" (EDT), in neurological PET imaging for
Parkinson's disease evaluations [8].

= K i ⊗ C P (tk ) + VC P (tk ),

*

tk > t , k = 1..m

where ⊗ denotes the mathematical operation of convolution.
In this context, the tracer uptake rate constant Ki, can be
considered as the impulse response function of the Simplified
Patlak Kinetic Model (SPKM1) fo
or irreversible kinetics and
essentially is a constant function of time.
t

Fig. 1: (left) Two-compartment kinetic models
m
(a) without and (c) with
reversibility for FDG tracer and (right) the equivalent single-compartment (b)
SPKM1 and (d) SPKM2 models under Patlak
k graphical analysis assumptions

On the other hand, the non-lineaar Patlak model assumes a
two compartment kinetic model with
w a non-negative k4 rate
constant (Fig. 1, bottom left). Similarly, by restructuring
equation 3:
tk

C (t k ) = K i ∫ e

(

− kloss ( t k −τ )

0

= Kie

− kloss tk

)⊗C

C P (τ ) dτ + VC P (t k )

(5)
*

P

(t k ) + VC P (t k ), t k > t , k = 1..m

we are able to see that the non-lineaar Patlak model effectively
reduces from a two compartmentt model into a reversible
single compartment model (Fig 1, bo
ottom right).
−k

t

Thus, Ki e loss can be considerred as the impulse response
function of the Simplified Patlak Kiinetic Model for reversible
kinetics (SPKM2) and it is a non-lin
near function exponentially
decreasing with time.
on (equation 2), it can be
Based on previous Ki definitio
shown [4],[5] that the macro-paraameter of net influx rate
constant Ki can also be expresssed with respect to the
individual rate constants (micro-paraameters) as follows:

Ki =

K1k3
k2 + k3

(6)

Furthermore, when we equate the distribution volumes
bove two reversible models
Ki/kloss and (K1/k2)(1+k3/k4) of the ab

(figure 1(c) and (d)), we derive the relationship between net
efflux rate constant kloss and the individual micro-parameters:

⎛ k3 ⎞ k 2 k 4
⎛ k3
kloss = ⎜
=⎜
⎟
⎝ k 3 + k 4 ⎠ k 2 + k3 ⎝ k3 + k 4

⎞ Patlak
⎟ kloss
⎠

(7)

Patlak
is the definition for kloss as originally suggested
where kloss
by Patlak and Balsberg [5]. Note also that kloss approaches
Patlak
when k4<<k3.
kloss

C. Basis Function Method to efficiently estimate Ki, kloss
and V parameters of generalized Patlak model
In the case of the linear Patlak model (equation 1 or 4), the
two parameters of interest, Ki and V, can be estimated directly
using linear regression methods such as Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS). Let us consider the following standard Patlak
regression model

Y = X s β + ε , Y = ⎡⎣C ( t1 ) " C ( tm ) ⎤⎦
⎡ C (τ )dτ
⎢ ∫0 P
Xs = ⎢
#
⎢
t
⎢ m C (τ )dτ
⎣ ∫0 P
t1

CP ( t1 ) ⎤
⎥
T
# ⎥ , β = [ Ki V ]
⎥
C P ( tm ) ⎥
⎦

(8a)

t

k
C (tk ) = Ki ∫ CP (τ )dτ + VCP (tk ) + ε k , tk > t * , k = 1..m (8b)

0

However, for the non-linear Patlak model (equation 2 or
5), we propose an efficient implementation of the Basis
Function Method (BFM) [15]. Initially a global range of n
(e.g. n=1000) discrete candidate kloss values (e.g. [1e-4,1e-1]) is
determined from equation 7 using a collection of k-values, as
reported in literature [9]-[11], a subset of which was later
utilized to generate TACs and conduct simulations (Table I).
Then a set of n basis functions, each representing one of the n
candidate kloss values, are constructed to linearize the problem:

ω j ( t k ) = CP ⊗ e

, j = 1..n , k = 1..m

(9)

After replacing the exponential term in equation 5 with
each of the n basis functions (equation 9) the following set of
n bilinear Patlak equations is constructed:

Y = X gj β j + ε , β j = ⎡⎣ K i j
⎡ t1 e − kloss (t1 −τ )C (τ ) dτ
P
⎢ ∫0
j
⎢
Xg =
#
⎢ t
⎢ m e − kloss (tm −τ )C (τ ) dτ
P
⎣ ∫0

V j ⎤⎦

(

)(

)

j
From all sets of estimated parameters βˆ j and kloss the
parameter set yielding the minimum RSSj is finally selected:

}

{

{

jopt
, jopt = arg min RSS j
βˆ BFM = βˆ jopt , kloss
j

}

(12)

By repeating this algorithm for each voxel the Ki , kloss and
V parametric images are estimated.
D. Hybrid generalized Patlak imaging

T

This linear relationship is equivalent to equation 4:

j
− kloss
tk

Thus the original non-linear parameter estimation problem
(equation 5) has now been translated to a set of n linear
estimation problems (equation 10). Then, OLS regression can
be applied to each of the n linearized Patlak equations in order
to estimate the j-th set of Ki and V parameters. Subsequently,
the corresponding residual sum of squares RSSj is calculated
for each of the n estimation problems.
T
T
⎡
(11)
RSS j = Y − Xβˆ j
Y − Xβˆ j , βˆ j = ⎢ Ki j ,V j ⎤
⎦
⎣

T

C P ( t1 ) ⎤
⎥
# ⎥
⎥
C P ( tm ) ⎥
⎦

(10a)

or equivalently

C (tk ) = Ki jω j ( tk ) + V j CP (tk ) + ε k , tk > t * , k = 1..m (10b)

Multi-bed dynamic PET acquisition involves short frames
(e.g. 45sec in this study) sparsely acquired over time at each
bed position. In addition, the generalized Patlak model is nonlinear and involves three parameters as opposed to two for
standard Patlak. As a result the noise in the estimated
parameters can be significant. Therefore, we propose a novel
hybrid imaging method by selectively applying either the
standard or the generalized Patlak model based on the Patlak
weighted linear correlation-coefficient WR as defined next.
By assuming the standard Patlak model equation 1 can be
rewritten, for a given dynamic frame k (k=1...m), according to
the following linear relationship:
yk = Ki xk + V , yk =

C ( tk )

C P ( tk )

tk

, xk

∫
= 0

CP (τ ) dτ
CP (tk )

, k = 1..m (13)

Then the weighted correlation coefficient WR can be
calculated at each reconstructed voxel TAC, as follows [16]:

∑w ∑w x
k

WR =

k

k

k

k

yk − ∑ wk xk ∑ wk yk
k

(14)

k

2
2
⎡
⎛
⎞ ⎤⎡
⎛
⎞ ⎤
2
2
⎢ ∑ wk ∑ wk xk − ⎜ ∑ wk xk ⎟ ⎥ ⎢ ∑ wk ∑ wk yk − ⎜ ∑ wk yk ⎟ ⎥
⎝ k
⎠ ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ k
⎝ k
⎠ ⎥⎦
k
k
⎢⎣ k

where wk=(framek_duration)2/(framek_counts). Thus a WRimage is created from the available dynamic image set.
Subsequently, an initial range of possible WR values (0.7 0.95) is defined. Then, a WR-threshold is picked from that
range to classify each time the voxels of the WR-image in two
clusters, one of relatively high (hWR cluster) and one of low
Patlak correlation (lWR cluster). Later, generalized Patlak
modeling is assumed for the voxels belonging to hWR cluster,
while standard Patlak is considered for the lWR cluster. Thus,
non-linear BFM is employed for the estimation of the Ki, kloss
and V parameters in the hWR cluster, while OLS is applied for
the Ki and V parameter estimation in the lWR cluster. The kloss
parameter is assumed to be zero for the latter case. Thus a set
of hybrid Ki, kloss and V parametric images are created each
time. Finally we repeat this process for a number of WR

thresholds within the initial range to generatee multiple sets of
hybrid parametric images and then select the set
corresponding to the best weighted average contrast to noise
ratio (CNR) for the region of interests, witth weights being
defined as the size, in number of voxels, oof each region of
interest. A flow chart describing the princiipal steps of the
proposed hybrid parametric imaging methodd is illustrated in
figure 2.

added to each simulated dynamic dataset, according to the
scanner specifications and each prottocol characteristics.

Fig. 2: The flow chart for the WR-based hybrid Patlaak imaging method

We have systematically observed [3],[16]] that high Patlak
correlation clusters are likely associated withh low noise TACs
usually corresponding to tumors or regioons of sufficient
uptake in general, while low Patlak correlatioon cluster usually
characterizes voxel TACs in regions of low
w uptake such as
background regions with small activity concentration, and thus
high noise levels. Due to the sensitivity to nnoise of the BFM
non-linear estimation, we propose BFM apprroach only to the
high Patlak correlation voxels to ensure quantitative Ki
estimation in tumors or regions of high uptakke (i.e. low noise
levels), while simple OLS Ki regression foollowed by postsmoothing is suggested for the remaining vooxels to preserve
robustness to noise.
Window
E. Dynamic Multi-bed Acquisition Time W
In this study two dynamic multi-bed acquuisition protocols
were employed to study the effect of the acquisition postinjection time window on the model (noise--free) bias of the
estimated Ki values of the tumor regions when using the
standard and generalized Patlak models. In bboth protocols, an
initial single-bed dynamic scan over the heaart was conducted
to acquire the initial phase (first 6-min postt-injection) of the
input function. Subsequently, the followingg two acquisition
schemes were employed:
a) m=6 whole-body passes over 7 beds each,
corresponding to a time window off 10-45min postinjection, and
b) m=13 whole-body passes over 7 beds each,
corresponding to a time-window off 30-90min postinjection
The previous acquisition protocols were designed
according to the system specifications of thee clinical PET/CT
scanner. Moreover the first protocol has beenn optimized based
on noise-bias performance of Ki parametricc images for that
scanner [2]. However, it is expected that thhe recommended
protocols will vary, to a certain extent, for ddifferent scanners
and system configurations. The time flow of the multi-bed
for the 2 protocols
dynamic acquisition over each of the 7 beds fo
is illustrated in figure 4. Finally, realistic Poisson noise was

Figure 4: A flow chart of the second phase of the two whole-body dynamic
acquisition protocols involving a total of m passes,
p
each consisting of 7 beds,
each scanned for 45sec.

F. Simulations set-up
w conducted to collect a
An extensive literature review was
characteristic set of published FDG k-values (Table I).
Regions
Normal Liver
Liver Tumor
Normal Lung
Lung Tumor
Myocardium

TABLE I. K RATE PARAMETERS
A
K1
k2
k4
k3
0.864
0.981
0.005
0
0.016
0.243
0.78
0.1
0
0.108
0.735
0.016
0
0.013
0.044
0.231
1.149
1
0.259
0.6
1.2
0.1
0.001

VB
0.017
-

The kinetic data were used togetther with a 2-compartment
4-parameter kinetic model (figure 1(c)) to generate realistic
noise-free TACs (figure 3(a)) [9]-[11], that were later assigned
ng and liver tumors of sizes
to the XCAT phantom including lun
of 15mm, 10mm and 5mm diameeter in different locations
(figure 3(b)).

Figure 3: (a) Noise-free time activity curves for
f different regions, as generated
using a 2 compartment kinetic model and the k-values of Table I. (b) the
XCAT phantom where the TACs were assign
ned to produce the dynamic data.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIO
ON
Figure 4(a) presents four Patlak plots, inn total, as derived
from a lung tumor kinetic (k-values obtaineed from Table I)
ROI analysis on noise-free and reconstructeed noisy dynamic
images, employing either the standard or the generalized
Patlak model. They are all plotted togethher in the same
diagram, as the definition for the stretched tim
me variable in the
x-axis is a generalized one for both models, i.e. it also includes
the stretched time definition of the standardd Patlak model, if
we assume kloss=0.
By comparing the noise-free plot data off the two models,
we can observe a certain degree of bending too the right for the
plot of the standard model, while the plot foor the generalized
model is a straight line. That is expected, as the former plot
assume kloss=0 (equation 1) while in reality klloss>0 (lung tumor
true kloss=0.035) i.e. the model does not accouunt for the loss of
metabolized tracer activity concentration aand consequently
results to overestimation of the stretched timee (horizontal axis
variable) for a given ratio of tissue to plasma activity
concentration (vertical axis variable). On thee other hand, the
generalized model effectively recovers thee expected linear
relationship in the Patlak plot by correctingg for the loss of
metabolized tracer after multiplying the streetched time with
the exponential term exp(-klosst) (equation 3)). The bending of
the plot to the right in the case of the standarrd linear model, a
direct effect of the overestimation of thee stretched time
provides an intuitive graphical explannation for the
underestimation of fitted Ki parameter in thesee cases.
The same effect is observed for the ploots derived from
kinetic ROI analysis on the noisy reconstruccted data. In fact
when ROI analysis is performed on noisy datta, the bending of
the standard Patlak plot is also efficientlly corrected and
linearity is achieved in the plot after the inntroduction of the
generalized Patlak model.
Patlak analysis on
Moreover, the comparison between the P
true and noisy reconstructed ROI data in figure 4(a) also
suggests, equally for both models, a non-negligible
underestimation of tumor ROI mean Ki estim
mates with respect
to true Ki values, due to the partial volum
me effect (PVE)
inherent in the tomographic image reconsstruction process.
Indeed, it has been observed here that PVE
E affected C(t) of
small tumor regions (e.g. the 10mm diameter spherical tumor
ma input function
of this study) to a larger extent than plasm
CP(t) measurements (sampled from large carddiac left-ventricle
ROIs), thus resulting in equivalent undereestimation of Ki
estimated values for both models, as aalso theoretically
expected by model equations 1 and 3.
The two noise-free lung tumor TACs coompared in figure
4b were generated i) by the complete 22-compartment-4parameter kinetic model (figure 1c) and iii) the simplified
Patlak model (figure 1d, equations 3 and 5), employing the
respective k-values of Table I. The two TACs are very similar
for the whole duration of the acquisition, a strong indication
that the generalized Patlak can provide a very accurate
simplification of the complete kinetic moddel for FDG and
other similar tracers. This property, when coombined with the
Patlak support for clinically feasible muulti-bed dynamic
acquisitions, makes the proposed generalizedd model an ideal

graphical analysis method for th
he performance of truly
quantitative whole-body PET param
metric imaging even in the
clinical context.
ge is compared against a
In figure 4c the true Ki imag
representative set of simulated reco
onstructed noisy Ki images,
as produced after employing OLS
S or repeating the hybrid
BFM/OLS parametric imaging meth
hod with two different WR
thresholds. Note the enhanced tum
mor to background contrast
ratio (TBR) especially for the lung
g tumor regions when the
hybrid Patlak method is applied witth a WR threshold of 0.95,
which was derived from the WR selection algorithm
previously described in section II.D
D. In fact, the designated
lung tumor is visible in the hybrid BFM/OLS
B
imaging method
assuming the generalized model, bu
ut not when standard model
and OLS estimation is employed.

Figure 4: (a) Patlak plots for the standarrd and generalized Patlak model
after analyzing simulated lung tumor ROIs as
a extracted from noise-free (true)
and noisy dynamic images, the latter recconstructed using STIR OSEM
algorithm, (b) noise-free simulated lung tumo
or TACs as generated using either
a 2 compartment kinetic model or the simp
plified single compartment model
equation (equation 5) of generalized Patlak analysis (the same k-values were
employed for both TACs). (c) True and the reconstructed
r
simulated Patlak Ki
images of a cardiac bed employing differen
nt parametric estimation methods.
The tumor to background contrast ratio (TBR) is evaluated for a 10mm lung
tumor, whose Patlak plot ROI data and TAC
Cs were presented in (a) and (b)
respectively.

The % error (bias) quantitative analysis on the noise-free
dynamic data for the Ki and the kloss estimaates presented in
figures 5 and 6, respectively, evidentlly suggests the
considerable reduction of the % bias for botth parameters and
for a large range of kloss/Ki ratios when the ggeneralized Patlak
replaces the standard model.
In particular, the noise-free Ki % bias iss evaluated for a
range of possible kloss/Ki ratios and wheen the 10-45min
acquisition is applied (figure 5a). The % biaas is equally zero
for both models when true kloss=0, irrespectivve of k3 or Ki, as
expected from equations 1 and 3. Howevver, as true kloss
increases (assuming only k4 increases, withh the rest of the
parameters constant) Ki % bias, as predicteed with standard
model, increases dramatically, while for the ggeneralized model
it does not exceed 5%, when true kloss is smaller or even
comparable to true Ki. In addition, a furtheer decrease of k3,
such that 0<kloss/Ki <2 , assuming K1 and k2 coonstant, causes an
additional but relatively quite milder increasee of the Ki % bias
not exceeding 10% for the generalized modell. At this point we
would like to note that, based on the collectioon of FDG tracer
k-values reported in literature, the range of kloss and Ki is such
that always 0<kloss/Ki<1.5. Thus, in this study we have
initialized our investigation with a representative set of kvalues from literature (Table I) and then, by kkeeping K1 and k2
constant, we carefully expanded our searcch space with a
constraint on k4 and k3 values, such that alwayys 0<kloss/Ki<2.

Figure 5: Noise-free Ki estimation error (% bias) curvves vs. true kloss/Ki (by
effectively increasing k4 for each curve) for (b) 10-445m and (c) 30-90m
acquisition protocol. The different color curves in both ((a) and (b) correspond
to a range of k3 published values such that true 0<kloss/K
Ki<2 . Also K1 and k2
are constant and correspond to the lung tumor case (Tablle I).

The previous Ki % bias analysis for the saame tumor region
was also repeated for the 30-90min post-injeection acquisition

nclusions of the previous
time window (figure 5b). The con
analysis were also confirmed here. However,
H
in the case of the
standard model, the Ki % bias observed with the 30-90min
t
considerable even for
protocol was relatively larger and thus
modest kloss/Ki ratios. On the otherr hand, a similarly low %
bias was observed for the generalizzed model, irrespective of
the acquisition time window, indicating the significance of
mation, particularly when
that model for quantitative estim
dynamic acquisition takes place at relatively later postinjection times, as is inherently required in whole-body
dynamic protocols.
The reason for the larger bias in the Ki estimates of the
y acquiring at later times,
standard model, when dynamically
lies in equations 1 and 4 and is grraphically illustrated at the
Patlak plots of figure 4a. At later po
ost-injection times, the loss
of metabolized tracer activity conceentration and the mismatch
between the standard and the generaalized model stretched time
will become more significant, resullting in a stronger bending
effect on the standard Patlak curve to
t the right. Consequently,
the linear fitting, by assuming a lin
near model and employing
OLS method, on a bended-to-the-rig
ght curve will cause further
underestimation of Ki slope, as the time window slides to the
kinetic correction" of the
right. Effectively, the need for "k
standard stretched time by thee factor exp(-klosst), or
equivalently, the need for the generalized
g
Patlak model
becomes more evident with increasing t, i.e. when acquiring at
later time windows.

Figure 6: (a) Correlation between estimaated and true kloss and (b) plot of
kloss estimation error (% bias) as a functtion of true kloss/Ki for 30-90m
acquisition protocol. The estimated data are noise-free. The different color
curves in both (a) and (b) correspond to a range of k3 published values such
that true 0<kloss/Ki<2 . Also K1 and k2 are con
nstant and correspond to the lung
tumor case (Table I).

A similar % bias analysis for noiise-free simulated data was
repeated for the kloss parameter as weell. Figure 6a shows a very
good correlation between the estimaated noise-free kloss and the
true kloss value, as the latter increases, for a range of true kloss

values commonly found in literature (0<kloss<
<0.04). However,
the accuracy of the two models depends not juust on kloss but the
ratio of kloss/Ki. Therefore, the % bias in kloss was evaluated as
kloss/Ki increases, assuming K1, k2 and k3 cconstant for each
error plot and only decreasing k3 once betweeen different plots,
in a similar way as for figures 5. The results presented in
figure 6b show that the kloss % bias, though it increases with
increasing kloss/Ki, it never exceeds 10% when 0<kloss/Ki<1 for
all combinations of k4 and k3 examined. Thhe same k-values
search space as for the Ki bias analysis has been used here too.
The enhanced quantitative estimation oof Ki in tumor
regions is also clinically demonstrated in figgure 7 with three
characteristic whole-body patient dynamic daatasets acquired at
the Johns Hopkins PET center. In the first coolumn, the wholebody correlation-coefficient (WR) images forr each of the three
patients are shown. The WR images have beeen filtered using a
WR threshold, as calculated from the WR selection method
described in section II.D. For illustration purrposes, all voxels
corresponding to WR less than the thresholdd where set to 0,
while the remaining voxels were set to 1. By visually
inspecting the WR images, we can observe thhat in regions with
high focal uptake, suspected for the presencce of tumors, the
WR thresholding clusters the tumor voxels together while it
effectively filters out the surrounding backgrround voxels and
thus the background noise.
The reason for this effect lies in the obseervation that high
uptake voxels are usually associated with goood count statistics
and therefore TACs of high WR which norm
mally survive the
thresholding and are assigned to the hWR
R cluster , while
background voxels of high noise and pooreer count statistics
tend to get assigned to the lWR cluster. As a result, the hybrid
BFM/OLS method selectively applies the moore complete, and
thus quantitatively accurate, generalized P
Patlak model to
tumor and high uptake regions avoiding low
w count voxels to
whose noise is highly susceptible. For thhe latter voxels,
standard Patlak and OLS estimation is preferrred, as it is more
robust to noise.

Figure 7: Clinical demonstration of proposed wholee-body hybrid Patlak
imaging method: Three characteristic clinical whole-boddy parametric (Patlak
slope Ki) images, employing an optimized 10-45m acqquisition at the Johns
Hopkins PET center. The first column presents, fo
for each patient, the
corresponding correlation-coefficient (WR) whole-boddy images. The WR
images shown are filtered using the optimal threshold, aas calculated with the
WR selection algorithm described in section II.D.

The next three columns preseent the final whole-body
Patlak Ki images of the three pattients when using i) OLS
method, ii) hybrid BFM/OLS with
h a random WR threshold
and iii) hybrid BFM/OLS with the optimal WR threshold for
each patient. In all three patient casses, focal uptakes with low
contrast in the OLS images, were en
nhanced considerably when
hybrid BFM/OLS imaging was app
plied, especially when the
optimal WR threshold was applied. In addition, a new foci has
ybrid images of patient B
also been observed in optimal hy
which was not visible before. Note that all contrast-enhanced
foci in the parametric images corresspond to an equivalent foci
in the WR images for each patient.
TABLE II. PATIENT TUMOR TO BACKGR
ROUND ROI CONTRAST RATIO
foci ID

OLS

foci1
foci2a
foci3

2.6 ± 0.6
2.4 ± 0.8
1.7 ± 0.3

hybrid BFM/O
OLS
(WR=0.95)
5.4 ± 0.7
2.7 ± 0.7
2.2 ± 0.4

hybrid BFM/OLS
(WR=0.98)
8.3 ± 0.9
3.1 ± 0.7
2.4 ± 0.5

ound contrast (TBR) levels
In addition, the tumor to backgro
were evaluated (TBR mean ± bkgrdd s.d.) for three designated
foci, each for one of the three patients
p
of figure 7, and
presented in Table II. In all casess, TBR of foci in hybrid
images was enhanced considerably,, with respect to the OLS,
while the absolute noise (s.d.) reemained at similar levels
suggesting also a better CNR for th
he hybrid methods. Finally,
the hybrid images with the optim
mal WR clustering (third
column in figure 7 and Table II) exh
hibited the highest TBR.
The success of hybrid regression depends, to a certain
w
determines the binary
extent, on the WR threshold level which
clustering of the voxel TACs into th
hose of high and low Patlak
correlation respectively. A very laarge threshold level, i.e. a
value very close to unity, may substantially reduce the noise in
metric images, while it may
the background of the hybrid param
also exclude certain tumor voxells from being accurately
estimated with the non-linear modeel, especially if sections of
tumor do not exhibit a very high uptake,
u
e.g. due to partial
volume effect. Besides, the calculattion of WR is based on the
assumption of the linear (standard) Patlak model and thus for
u
reversibility the WR
tumor regions with non-negligible uptake
will never match unity even for hig
gh uptake rates. Therefore
we recommend that a WR threshold less or equal to 0.95.
hreshold value, although it
On the other hand, a very low th
may ensure accurate modeling of th
he kinetics in all tumor and
high or modest uptake regions, it maay not sufficiently suppress
noise in the background induced by
y the non-linear estimation
of kinetic parameters from very noisy voxel TACs.
Therefore, in order to efficiently apply the presented
t clinical patient dynamic
hybrid parametric imaging method to
data, we propose initially investtigating a range of WR
threshold values between 0.75 and 0.98
0
and later choosing the
one that yields hybrid parametricc images with the better
average tumor CNR. By reducing
g the extent of our initial
search WR space, we effectiveely limited the potential
quantification error on one side and
d the noise amplification in
the background on the other side. Subsequently, and within

those safety margins, we selected the optimal WR threshold to
maximize CNR performance in the regions of interest. Thus,
the free nature of the kinetic correlation parameter allowed us
to include into our proposed whole body PET parametric
imaging framework a data-driven method to enhance
robustness to noise, while retaining accuracy in the tumor or
high uptake regions. By maximizing CNR through hybrid
BFM/OLS regression, the performance in both the imaging
tasks of tumor detectability for lesion detection at an early
phase and tumor quantification for reliable treatment response
assessment can be significantly enhanced.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
Quantitative parameter estimation (including at the
individual voxel level, i.e. parametric imaging) has significant
potentials especially for prognostic and treatment response
monitoring tasks. Standard Patlak graphical analysis, however,
although a convenient method to analyze dynamic multi-bed
data and linearly fit the kinetic parameters, does not account
for reversible uptake, and thus, may compromise quantitative
accuracy especially in whole body acquisitions where regions
with reversible kinetics are more abundant.
In the current study we equip our recently proposed whole
body parametric PET imaging framework [2], [3] with an
extended generalized Patlak model to enhance tumor uptake
quantification even in regions with non-negligible uptake
reversibility for which the standard Patlak model
underestimates Ki due to incomplete modeling of the
reversible kinetics.
However, generalized Patlak involves a non-linear
parameter estimation process, which is more susceptible to the
high noise levels usually associated with multi-bed dynamic
acquisition protocols. Therefore, to enhance robustness to
noise, we propose a hybrid regression method that segments
the voxel TACs of the dynamic image set, based on the Patlak
correlation coefficient, in order later to selectively apply BFM
for the highly correlated voxel TACs while OLS estimation is
performed to the rest.
In comparison with our previously proposed whole body
parametric PET imaging methods, where a standard linear
Patlak model was employed, the results here suggest that the
newly proposed generalized Patlak imaging framework is also
clinically feasible and quantitative even for regions with nonnegligible uptake reversibility. Furthermore, in terms of tumor
CNR and therefore detectability, it is superior to SUV and
standard Patlak imaging, not only in tumor regions surrounded
by high background activity, such as the liver and the neck,
but also in certain tumor regions previously appearing to
exhibit low uptake when imaged and analyzed with
conventional methods, due to the presence of uptake
reversibility.
On the other hand, whole-body generalized Patlak imaging
is less robust to the high noise levels inherently present in
whole body dynamic data and more advanced regression
methods are necessary. For this purpose, here we proposed a
clinically adoptable hybrid regression method utilizing the

Patlak correlation information as extracted from the 4D
acquired PET data to enhance noise robustness while retaining
tumor uptake quantification. The results from ROI analysis on
the derived noisy BFM parametric images as well as the TBR
contrast analysis in tumor regions from both simulated and
clinical whole body hybrid BFM/OLS parametric images
demonstrated the enhanced quantitative performance of the
proposed framework in tumor regions.
Currently, we are also investigating a novel direct 4D
parametric reconstruction algorithm where the generalized
Patlak model is efficiently incorporated within the maximumlikelihood expectation-maximization (ML-EM) scheme to
enable reconstruction of truly quantitative Ki images,
accounting for kloss, directly from the PET sinogram data [17].
Direct 4D parametric ML-EM reconstruction allows for more
accurate modeling of the well-known Poisson noise
distribution in the projection data and thus for more efficient
reduction of the noise propagation in the reconstructed
parametric images [18]-[24]. Recently, we confirmed the noise
reduction in the direct 4D reconstruction scheme by applying
it on whole-body dynamic PET data [25] and utilizing the
standard linear Patlak model [18]-[23].
Furthermore, we aim not only at low noise levels but also at
more accurate PET quantification and, therefore, our purpose
is to evaluate the potential of directly reconstructing from
sinograms not just standard but also generalized Patlak
images, as an alternative to the correlation-based indirect
hybrid parametric imaging from the dynamic images, which
has been proposed here. It should be noted that both indirect
and direct parameter estimation methodologies are designed
such that they are compatible to single-bed as well as wholebody dynamic acquisitions and can support clinically feasible
PET protocols.
However the optimization of the kinetics likelihood
objective function can be very slow, due to the correlation
between the estimated kinetic parameters in the Patlak model
[22]-[24]. In addition, the non-linearity between the dynamic
images and the kinetic parameters, as introduced by the
generalized Patlak model, can further affect the convergence
rate of the algorithm [22],[24]. Therefore, we are investigating
utilization of the concept of optimization transfer and use of
surrogate likelihood objective functions [17] to accelerate the
convergence of the generalized Patlak 4D reconstruction
through a nested ML-EM algorithm [22]-[24].
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